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Chapter 2

Natural Language
Generation in Practice

In this chapter, we take a step back from the technical content of work in natural
language generation and consider questions that arise when we look at putting
nlg technology to work. We look at alternatives to nlg, and we discuss how
the requirements of an nlg system can be specified; we also consider some of the
problems that can arise when we attempt to put an nlg system into everyday
use.

2.1 Introduction

Research activity in natural language generation research is often carried out
in something of a vacuum, with relatively little attention being paid to how the
fruits of the research might be transferred into a working environment. This
approach is often entirely appropriate for work that focusses on research issues
where even the questions to be asked are unclear; it can be useful to abstract
away from situations of use to clarify what the underlying issues are.

However, as should now be clear, in this book we also have a concern with
technology transfer. We are interested in how the results of research in the area
can be used to build real working systems that are in everyday use. This means
that we also have to be concerned with broader issues such as the specification of
system requirements and the problems that can arise in fielding systems. These
are problems to be faced in any software engineering exercise; the aim of this
chapter is to explore how they impact upon the construction of nlg systems in
particular.

The success of an implemented natural language generation system depends
not just on the technology itself, but also on how well the system fulfills the
user’s needs, and on how much ‘value-added’ the use of nlg techniques provides
over alternative ways of meeting the user’s needs. Requirements analysis is
the name generally given to the task of understanding the user’s problems and
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20 CHAPTER 2. NLG IN PRACTICE

desires, and of specifying the functionality of a system which addresses these
problems and desires. A requirements analysis stage is absolutely essential to
the success of any system-building project where there is a need to deliver a
solution.

The software engineering community has developed many general techniques
for requirements analysis, many of which can be applied to building nlg systems.
We will not review these techniques here; the interested reader is encouraged
to consult any standard textbook on software engineering, such as [?]. Instead,
we concentrate in this chapter on some specific issues which apply to analysing
requirements for nlg systems.

More specifically, in Section 2.2 we discuss some of the alternatives to nlg

that can serve to meet a user’s document generation or information presenta-
tion needs, and consider the advantages and disadvantages nlg has compared
to these other approaches. There is no point in building an nlg system when
the user’s needs would be better met by a different approach, such as the devel-
opment of a system which communicates information by generating graphics,
or a system which uses mail-merge techniques to customise documents. The
first question any developer considering the use of nlg techniques needs to ask,
then, is whether this is indeed the most appropriate technology for the user.

The following may appear obvious but still bears restating: when imple-
menting a natural language generation system, a key element in determining
the user’s requirements is the identification of the kinds of texts that are to be
generated. In Section 2.3, we discuss a corpus-based approach to this question
which can be of use in many situations. In particular, we discuss how this tech-
nique can be used to locate areas where the user is asking for the impossible by
requiring the nlg system to communicate information it does not have access
to—a fairly common problem in the initial stages of requirements analysis. The
method is based on identifying an agreed-upon corpus of representative target
texts which demonstrate by example the range of outputs that can be expected
of the system to be constructed.

Even once a system has been built in accordance with the user’s agreed
requirements, there may still be problems in getting the system into use in the
field. We conclude this chapter with a brief discussion of some of the issues and
pitfalls here in Section 2.4.

Section 2.5 provides some pointers to further reading in the general area of
requirements analysis.

2.2 When are Natural Language Generation Tech-
niques Appropriate?

Developing a system based on nlg techniques is not always the best way to
fulfil a client’s needs. For example, in some cases, the information that needs to
be delivered may be best presented graphically rather than textually. In other
cases text is the best mode of presentation, but solutions based on the simple
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mail-merge facilities found in most word processors may be adequate as a means
of delivering the results, and there may be no need to use more complex nlg

techniques. In still other cases the best solution is to hire a person to write
documents or to explain things to users. Which approach is most appropriate
in any given circumstance depends on a number of factors including the type of
information being communicated, the quality of text required, the volume of text
to be produced, and, of course, the relative costs of the different alternatives.
We discuss some of these issues below.

2.2.1 Text versus Graphics

It has often been said that a picture is worth a thousand words. There are
many situations where pictures, schematic diagrams, maps, charts, and plots
can be used to communicate information more effectively or more efficiently than
would be the case if text was used. Anyone developing a system for information
presentation therefore needs to consider whether text, graphics, or some mixture
of the two is the best way to fulfil the user’s requirements.

There are no hard and fast principles for deciding when information should
be presented textually, and when it should be presented graphically. One factor
that appears to affect this decision is the type of information being communi-
cated. For example, the evaluation carried out of the idas system [?] showed
that its textual descriptions of component locations were sometimes not cor-
rectly interpreted by users; these users stated that they would have preferred
to see a picture of the machine with the component in question highlighted in
some way. Information about physical location may thus by better conveyed,
at least in some cases, by an annotated picture instead of by words. On the
other hand, it can be difficult to convey abstract concepts such as causality by
graphical means, while this is straightforwardly achievable in text.

Another issue that may impact on the best mode of presentation is the ex-
pertise of the users who will be consuming the texts produced. In particular,
although graphics is sometimes presented as an ‘easy-to-understand’ way of pre-
senting information which is suitable for novices, research in psychology shows
that in many cases a considerable amount of expertise and background knowl-
edge is needed to interpret a graphic correctly, and novices may be better off
with a textual presentation of the information. This is at least in part due to
the fact that textual presentations can exploit the tremendous store of shared
conventions the users of a language typically have—a vocabulary of tens of thou-
sands of words, along with a rich set of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic rules
for combining and interpreting these elements. In the world of graphical depic-
tion, however, there is very little in the way of a shared pre-existing knowledge
of vocabulary or interpretation rules: in effect, the language of graphics is not
defined by such well-defined and shared conventions.

These issues, and how they can be accommodated in sophisticated nlg sys-
tems, are further discussed in Chapter 7. We discuss there how the generation
of text and graphics can be combined to produce software that generates mul-

timodal documents that incorporate both text and graphics.
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From a practical perspective, a good way to determine whether text or graph-
ics should be used is to examine existing documents used to present the infor-
mation. This is not foolproof, of course, because there is no guarantee that
the way things happen to be done now is the best way possible. However, in
many areas the task of information presentation has become a well-developed
art, and so it is worth seeking out best practice in the area. In some cases the
choice is dictated not by which medium is most effective, but rather by legal
requirements, convention, or distribution constraints. For example, the use of
graphics will not be an option if the material is to be delivered via teletext, a
slow Internet link, or down a telephone line as speech.

2.2.2 Natural Language Generation versus Mail-merge

Natural language generation techniques are not the only way to generate text
on a computer. Most operational software systems that generate text do so with
the kind of mail-merge technology found in Microsoft Word and other popular
document creation packages. While the simplest mail-merge systems just insert
input data into pre-defined slots in a template document, more complex mail-
merge systems are essentially programming languages that allow the output text
to vary in arbitrary ways depending on the input data.

From a theoretical perspective, there is no difference in the functionality
that can be implemented with nlg techniques and with complex mail-merge
systems; both are Turing-equivalent computational systems. Indeed, it can be
argued that mail-merge systems are a kind of nlg technology, being just one
point on a scale of complexity and sophistication with full-blown nlg techniques
lying at the other end of the scale.

From a practical perspective, the implementation effort required for a par-
ticular system may vary considerably depending on which kind of technology is
used. Unfortunately, we still have a very limited understanding of when nlg

techniques are and are not needed. Mail-merge systems can be very inexpensive
and easy to develop; on the other hand, nlg techniques can make it easier to
generate more varied and potentially higher quality texts than can be achieved
straightforwardly using mail-merge techniques, and the compartmentalising of
different types of knowledge that is common in nlg systems can make them
easier to update and maintain.

Coch [?] carried out a detailed study of the extent to which the different
technologies impacted on the quality of machine-generated texts. In this study,
a panel of experts judged the relative quality of three sets of output data:

• business letters produced by a mail-merge system which was in regular
use in a company;

• a set of letters produced by an nlg system which was a potential replace-
ment for the mail-merge system; and

• a set of letters individually written by human authors.
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Judging was blind, so that the judges did not know the origin of individual let-
ters. The results showed that while the human-authored letters were perceived
to be the best, the nlg system produced significantly better letters than the
mail-merge system. In particular, the mail-merge system sometimes produced
letters which were incomprehensible or grammatically incorrect, which the nlg

system never did; and even when the mail-merge system did produce compre-
hensible and correct letters, the judges evaluated the nlg letters as being much
better in terms of flow, personalisation, precise use of terminology, and other
measures of quality.

Of course, Coch’s study compared a specific nlg system to a specific mail-
merge system, so we need to be cautious about generalising his findings to
other situations. But the study does provide some suggestive evidence that nlg

systems can produce better texts than mail-merge systems.
Another potential advantage of nlg systems over systems based on mail-

merge technology is maintainability. At least in principle, nlg systems should
be easier to update as requirements and user needs change, because they use
general-purpose algorithms and models of language. For example, one factor in
how well a text ‘flows’ is the use of appropriate referring expressions—linguistic
elements such as pronouns, proper names and descriptions (see Section ??). In
mail-merge systems, the problem of referring expression generation is usually
handled (if it is handled at all) by creating separate code fragments for each
place where a referring expression is needed. Updating the text may require
rewriting many of these code fragments, which is very time consuming. nlg

systems, in contrast, are more likely to use general purpose referring expres-
sion generation algorithms and formally-specified discourse models to generate
appropriate references. Because the necessary contextual information for ref-
erence determination (such as what objects have been mentioned previously in
the text) is captured in the general discourse model, there is no need to individ-
ually update each reference code fragment when the text content or structure
is changed.

There is little hard data on the maintainability advantages of nlg systems,
in large part because there are, at the time of writing, so few fielded nlg sys-
tems. Maintainability cannot be properly evaluated until a system has been
in serious use for a considerable period of time. The nlg system which has
been in everyday use for the longest amount of time is FoG, and Goldberg
et al [?] state that maintainability was indeed one of the main motivations for
the development of FoG; prior attempts to use mail-merge-like techniques to
produce weather reports resulted in systems which were difficult to adapt as
requirements changed, and which also could not easily support regional varia-
tions in weather forecasts. However, even in the case of FoG we do not yet
have significant data on the relative expense of modifying FoG compared to
alternative systems based on mail-merge technology.
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2.2.3 Natural Language Generation versus Human Au-
thoring

Software systems are expensive to build, and developers need to demonstrate
that developing such a system is a better solution than hiring and training some-
one to manually write the documents the nlg system is supposed to produce.
A large part of this decision is based on economics: is it cheaper to hire and
train a person, or to create and maintain the software? The economic decision
will usually depend largely on the volume of text produced. An nlg system
which produces millions of pages of text per year will be easier to justify as
cost-effective than a system which produces only hundreds of pages of text per
year.

Producing a good costing and cost-benefit analysis of a software project
is a major task in itself. All of the following aspects need to be taken into
consideration:

• The life-cycle cost of building, fielding, and maintaining an nlg system
depends on many factors, including the complexity of the software and the
number of users. However, unless the system is simply an adaptation of
existing software, it is probably not going to be cheap to build, at least with
current technology. A figure of $1 million is not an unrealistic order-of-
magnitude estimate of the cost of constructing, fielding, and maintaining
a new nlg system from scratch. The cost of building nlg systems should
decrease as better techniques are developed for creating new applications
from easily reusable and customisable nlg components.

• The cost of manually writing a page of text is very unlikely to be less
than $10, unless the text can be produced by a quick copy-and-edit of a
previously written text.

• Computer systems based on advanced technology such as nlg are usually
expected to pay back their development costs within three years.

Putting all this together suggests that an nlg system is probably only cost-
effective if it produces at least tens of thousands of pages of text per year.

Of course, cost is not the only factor in deciding whether to automate a
document production task, and indeed in many cases it is not even the dominant
factor. Other reasons for introducing nlg include:

• A requirement for consistency between texts and the input data: because
nlg systems generate text directly from the input data, then–provided
the software design is correct and there are no significant bugs in the
software—they will always accurately communicate that data. Human
authors, in contrast, may make mistakes as a result of carelessness, bore-
dom, or fatigue. Such mistakes can be caught by a quality assurance
check, but this is expensive, and may not detect all mistakes.
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• Conformance to standards: in many cases documents are supposed to con-
form to strict writing and content standards, such as aecma Simplified
English (used in the airline industry for maintenance manuals). Human
authors can find it difficult to always write according to a prescribed stan-
dard, but an nlg system can be programmed to obey such a standard by
giving it the necessary grammar, style, and content rules.

• Speed of document production: for example, Environment Canada is in-
vestigating using FoG to rapidly produce updated forecasts in severe
weather conditions such as tornadoes and hurricanes. The advantage of
adopting a software solution in this case is that it can produce forecasts
in seconds, while a human forecaster will require several minutes to write
a forecast; and in any case, in a severe weather situation, the human fore-
caster’s time may be better spent on analysis than on writing forecast
texts.

• Generating documents in multiple languages: some nlg systems, such as
FoG, can produce versions of a text in several languages. This allows
users to produce documents in a language they do not know, without
needing to involve a human translator. This is only acceptable, of course,
if the quality of the generated texts is predictable enough to remove any
need for expensive human checking of the results.

• Staffing problems: if a particular type of document is very boring to write,
it may be difficult to employ or retain staff who are willing to write it.
Computer systems, of course, do not get bored and indeed work best on
exactly the kinds of monotonous tasks that people dislike.

Of course, there are also many reasons for preferring human writers to the
use of nlg techniques. For example, if using an nlg system requires people to
change the way they work (for instance, if it means they have to learn how to use
a computer), or an organisation to change its processes (for instance, how it deals
with handling complaints about products), then the system may not be adopted
unless its perceived benefits are very high. People and organisations have a
limited capacity for change: nlg-based solutions are unlikely to be acceptable
unless the outcomes are seen as being more valuable than alternatives such as,
for example, changing work habits or organisational processes to better exploit
existing resources.

Another issue that can discourage people from using computer-based text
generation systems is the question of responsibility. In particular, in many cases
a human expert may be deemed responsible for any mistakes in a document
produced using nlg techniques. For example, if a doctor uses nlg software
to produce customised booklets for his patients, and these booklets turn out
to contain some incorrect information, then the patient may hold the doctor at
least morally responsible. In such circumstances, people may not be comfortable
being responsible for documents they have not actually written themselves; we
should not be surprised, for example, if some doctors are reluctant to use doc-
uments produced by nlg systems. There are also more general legal problems
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here not unlike those discussed within the expert systems community, where
the issue of who is liable for machine-generated mistakes or incorrect advice is
a serious concern.

There are, ultimately, many social, political and economic factors that can
play a role in determining the acceptability of an nlg system. These issues are
ignored at the developer’s peril: we will return to this question in Section 2.4.

2.3 Using a Corpus to Determine User Require-
ments

Suppose we have determined that the use of nlg techniques is indeed an ap-
propriate means whereby the user’s document production needs can be met.
We now require some way of determining rather more precisely just what is
expected of the system to be constructed.

A requirements analysis process will identify many aspects of the system
to be constructed, including performance characteristics such as speed, and
desirable properties of the human–computer interface and the wider operating
environment. Requirements like these are relevant for many kinds of system
development. Here, however, we focus on those requirements which are unique
to nlg systems.

A key element of the requirements analysis task for an nlg system is the
determination of the inputs the system will be provided with, the output texts
it is expected to produce, and whether the output texts only communicate in-
formation which is available in the system’s inputs. For example, in the context
of the central case study adopted in this book, we cannot expect the system
to produce output texts that explain that a particular dry spell is part of a
world-wide drought if the system does not have access to information about
the weather in other parts of the world, and does not embody the reasoning
abilities that would be required to determine this. No nlg system, no matter
how sophisticated, can generate texts that communicate information that is not
in some way available to the system.

Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for the initial specification of an nlg

system to request exactly this kind of output. This is perhaps because people
are accustomed to the behaviour of human document writers, who can insert
into documents extra information based on general knowledge acquired from
a wide variety of sources (such as the newspaper that the writer read over
breakfast yesterday). Unfortunately, computer systems, at least in the late
1990s, cannot tap general information sources in the same way as humans; hence,
they necessarily often produce more limited documents than human writers.
The nlg developer needs to work with those who wish the system built to
define a functionality which is both implementable and useful.

In the rest of this section, we describe an approach to analyzing the inputs
and outputs of an nlg system which is based on a collection of example inputs
and associated output texts. In our view, it is generally easier to discuss func-
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tionality with users by showing such examples than by discussing nlg in a more
abstract way, especially since many users have no previous experience with nlg

technology. We call this collection of input and output data a corpus, and
this approach a corpus-based approach. A good corpus is also a very useful
resource for designing specific nlg modules, as will be discussed in subsequent
chapters of this book.

The use of a corpus, and the notion of a corpus-based approach, is now quite
common in many natural language analysis projects. However, in the context
of natural language analysis, a corpus typically consists solely of a collection of
example input texts to be analysed. In the context of natural language genera-
tion, a corpus usually contain examples of system inputs as well as examples of
the corresponding output texts to be generated.

2.3.1 Assembling an Initial Corpus of Output Texts

The first step in carrying out a corpus-based requirements analysis is to create
an initial corpus of human-authored texts and their associated inputs. In
the simplest case, the initial corpus can be created by using archived examples
of human-authored texts. A business letter corpus can be based on real letters
sent out in the past, for example; while a weather report corpus can be based on
real reports written in the past. As far as possible, the corpus should cover the
full range of texts expected to be produced by the nlg system. In particular, it
should include boundary and unusual cases as well as typical cases. Of course,
this is rather a difficult requirement to satisfy: a major reason for using nlg

in the first place may be to handle previously unseen variations in input data,
so it can be difficult to determine just what the full range of generated texts
will be. Ultimately, exactly what counts as a representative corpus is open to
debate, and must be mutually agreed upon by developer and client.

In Figures 2.1 and 2.2, we show an example input–output pair from sumgen-

w’s initial corpus. Figure 2.1 shows a human-authored weather summary for
the month of March 1996; Figure 2.2 shows a fragment of the input data that
sumgen-w would have available when producing a weather summary for this
month.1 Since these data records represent sets of readings made every 15
minutes, there are 2976 data records underlying the text shown in Figure 2.1;
in practice, we collate and simplify this data into daily weather records

to make it easier to manage. An example data weather record is shown in
Figure 2.3. We will henceforth take this to be the input to the system, but it
should be borne in mind that some processing effort is required to create these
inputs from the raw data, and other packagings of the information are possible.

1As noted in Chapter 1, this data contains the following fields: the year; the day of the year
as a value between 1 and 365; the month of the year; the day of the month; the time in 24 hour
notation; the time in hours and minutes; four radiation readings; the barometric pressure; the
temperature, referred to as ‘dry bulb temperature’; the wet bulb temperature, which is used
to calculate humidity; the soil temperature; the soil heat flux at two depths; relative humidity;
average wind speed; wind direction; the standard deviation of wind direction; precipitation
within the 15 minute period; and amount of sunlight.
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Summary:
The month was rather dry with only three days of rain in the middle of the
month. The total for the year so far is very depleted again, after almost catching
up during March. Mars Creek dried up again on 30th April at the waterfall,
but resumed on 1st May after a light rain. This is the fourth time it dried up
this year.

Figure 2.1: An example human-authored text in the sumgen-w domain

95,121,1,5,1.00,100,-12.4,-4.406,-1.72,-1.298,1016,17.22,17.45,20.09,-13.58,-5.044,102.3,.2,149.9,92.8,0,.019

95,121,1,5,1.25,115,-12.49,-7.15,-2.166,-4.877,1016,17.13,17.45,20.1,-12.94,-4.867,103.1,.2,23.3,.195,0,.026

95,121,1,5,1.50,130,-12.93,-6.463,-2.053,-4.583,1016,17.02,17.22,20.15,-13.21,-4.801,101.9,.2,359.3,24.8,0,.043

95,121,1,5,1.75,145,-12.31,-5.145,-1.764,-3.092,1016,16.75,17.04,20.19,-12.98,-4.607,102.9,.2,330.6,1.416,0,.056

95,121,1,5,2.00,200,-14.71,-5.679,-2.034,-2.545,1016,16.52,16.94,20.21,-12.99,-4.658,104.3,.221,330.2,1.059,0,.066

95,121,1,5,2.25,215,-15.44,-6.819,-2.178,-4.025,1016,16.34,16.69,20.25,-13.62,-4.819,103.6,.2,329.9,0,0,.067

95,121,1,5,2.50,230,-12.69,-8.59,-2.624,-7.07,1016,16.26,16.65,20.29,-14.03,-4.859,104,.2,329.9,0,0,.073

95,121,1,5,2.75,245,-10.04,-4.78,-1.758,-1.46,1016,16.08,16.46,20.35,-14.59,-4.945,103.9,.2,329.9,0,0,.073

Figure 2.2: Available data corresponding to the text in Figure 2.1




type: dailyweatherrecord

date:



day: 16

month: 3

year: 1996




temperature:




minimum:


unit: degrees-centigrade

number: 15




maximum:


unit: degrees-centigrade

number: 26







rainfall:


unit: millimetres

number: 4







Figure 2.3: An example daily weather record
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Of course, it is not always the case that human-authored examples of the
required output texts will already exist. In some cases, the reason nlg tech-
niques may be considered is precisely because they enable the production of
documents that it is not viable to produce by hand; in such cases, there will be
no pre-existing target texts. In many such cases, the best strategy is often to
ask domain experts to write examples of appropriate output texts. This is the
approach taken in the development of the stop system, which generates per-
sonalised smoking-cessation letters: doctors and other health-care professionals
were asked to write examples of appropriate letters for a group of patients who
smoked. If this approach is used, it can be useful for subsequent analysis to
record the experts ‘thinking aloud’ while writing some of the texts, if they agree
to this; this can provide useful data to assist in subsequent analysis of the corpus.

2.3.2 Analysing the Information Content of Corpus Texts

Once an initial text corpus has been created, a proper analysis of the require-
ments for the nlg system can begin. The key goal here is to determine the
information content of the texts in the initial corpus. In particular, the de-
veloper needs to identify any parts of the human-authored corpus texts which
convey information which is not available to the nlg system. As we will see in
Chapter 4, we can analyse the content of texts in terms of informational elements
which correspond to the predication of properties to objects or the identification
of values of variables in the domain. These predications and identifications are
expressed linguistically by means of a variety of grammatical constructs, most
typically sentences and clauses.2 Information content analysis thus requires
classifying each sentence, clause, or other appropriate grammatical constituent
of a corpus text into one of the following categories:

Unchanging Text: A textual constituent that is always present in the output
texts. An example of this in Figure 2.1 is the initial title Summary:, which
is present in every text in the corpus.

Directly-Available Data: Text that presents information that is available
directly in the input data or an associated database or knowledge base.
An example of this in Figure 2.1 is the statement that there were only three
days in the month which had some rain; this information is computable
from a collection of data records like that shown in Figure 2.2.

Computable Data: Text that presents information that can be derived from
the input data via some computation or reasoning involving other data
sources. An example of this in Figure 2.1 is the sentence The total for the
year so far is very depleted again, after almost catching up during March.
The first clause in this sentence requires computing total rainfall in the

2As we will see later, a variety of other grammatical constructs can be used to express
informational elements. We will use the term ‘textual constituent’ to refer to any of these
constructs
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year-to-date and comparing it to historical information, which is reason-
ably straightforward. The second clause, after almost catching up during
March, is more complex, and requires the system to look for ‘interesting’
patterns in the data.

Unavailable Data: Text that presents information which is not present in or
derivable from the input data. An example of this in Figure 2.1 is the
pair of sentences that talk about Mars Creek; there is no data in the
input database or associated knowledge sources that would permit us to
generate these sentences.

Unchanging textual constituents are of course the easiest kind to generate; they
can simply be inserted in the output text as canned strings. Textual constituents
that present directly-available data pose no problems from the perspective of
access to information, although of course they may present other difficulties
for the nlg system with regard to the expression of that information. For
textual constituents that present computable data, a decision has to be made
as to whether the results are worth the cost involved, or whether the results fall
into the category of unjustified ‘bells and whistles’. In the above example, for
instance, the developer may decide that it is reasonable to generate The total
for the year so far is very depleted, but that it is not appropriate to construct
the computational machinery required to generate the expression after almost
catching up during March. The latter clause requires a considerable amount of
sophisticated pattern-matching within the source data, and may not be valuable
enough to end-users of the texts to warrant this effort.

Textual constituents that present unavailable data cause the most problems.
They are, by definition, impossible to generate: no matter how sophisticated an
nlg system is, it cannot include information in its output that is not present
in its input. In our experience, textual constituents of this kind are also, un-
fortunately, fairly common in human-authored texts. There are a number of
solutions in principle to the problem of unavailable data:

• Make more information available to the nlg system: For example, we
could add to the input a database that records the status of local creeks.
This kind of data provision could be expensive, however: for example, if
there are no appropriate data sensors in Mars Creek, then either sensors
must be installed, or a human must manually enter the data into the
database; both of these options are costly.

• Change the output text to eliminate constituents that express unavail-
able data: For example, we could specify that given the input data in
Figure 2.2, sumgen-w is only expected to generate the first two sen-
tences shown in Figure 2.1, and not the two sentences about Mars Creek.
Whether this is acceptable depends on how important the omitted sen-
tences are to the users.

• Expect a human to write and incorporate textual constituents which com-
municate unavailable data: This is usually only possible if the nlg system
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is used as an authoring assistant, as described in Section 1.2.1. It will not
be possible if the nlg system is expected to produce final versions of texts
automatically, with no human contribution.

Which of the above solutions is best of course depends on the application in
question. In the case of sumgen-w, we adopt the second approach; that is, out-
put texts are changed to remove problematic clauses and sentences. In contrast,
the idas system adopted the first approach: when it was determined that the
texts to be generated required additional information, the idas knowledge-base
was updated to include this information. This was possible because idas was
a research prototype and was based on a relatively small knowledge base; it
would have been more difficult to continually update the knowledge base in this
fashion in a system with a larger core knowledge base.

An example of a system which used the third approach above was Mod-

elExplainer. The system can be run as a fully-automatic nlg system, and
this is useful for some validation tasks; however, ModelExplainer is also
used for generating archival documentation, and such documentation requires
information (such as the purpose of a class) which is not available in Model-

Explainer’s input. Hence, when ModelExplainer is used as a document
production system, it is used as an authoring assistant, and the human user is
expected to write text portions which communicate information (such as pur-
pose) which is not available in ModelExplainer’s input.

2.3.3 Creating a Target Text Corpus

If, as outlined above, we take the approach of removing from the initial corpus
those textual fragments that present data that is unavailable to the nlg system,
it is clear that our target texts are no longer the same as originally specified.
The developer and the client must therefore agree on a final target text corpus
that incorporates these changes and any others that are required. In addition
to this case, there are a number of other reasons why the initial corpus may
need to be modified:

• We may remove textual constituents that correspond to those computable
data elements which provide insufficient benefit to justify the cost of gen-
erating them. As discussed above, an example might be the clause after
almost catching up in March in Figure 2.1.

• We may wish to improve the readability of the target texts. In some cases,
someone considered to be a good source of advice on effective writing may
suggest changes to the texts which will results in improvements over the
originals. Caution is appropriate, however: apparently ‘suboptimal’ source
texts are sometimes a consequence of domain-specific writing constraints
or conventions that should not be violated.

• There may be mistakes in the initial text corpus that require fixing. If
the corpus is derived from an existing base of human-produced texts, it
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Summary:

The month was rather dry with only three days of rain in the middle of the
month. The total for the year so far is very depleted again.

Figure 2.4: An example target text in the sumgen-w domain

is not unusual to find grammatical errors and spelling mistakes. Perhaps
more often, the texts will not be self-consistent with respect to the ways in
which particular concepts are expressed. Although some random variation
is desirable, one should be aware that across the history of development
of a set of texts there may have been changes of view as to the best ways
to express things.

• There may be conflicts and inconsistencies amongst texts generated by dif-
ferent experts: in some cases, different experts may suggest substantially
different texts corresponding to the same input data. If such a conflict is
detected, probably the first action the developer should take is to draw
this to the attention of the experts, and ask them as a group to discuss
under what circumstances each text should be used.

In order to finalise a corpus of target texts, all of the above changes should of
course be discussed with and approved by the client for whom the system is
being developed. Although some such changes may not even be noticed by the
end-users, it is always possible that a change may seriously reduce the usefulness
of the nlg system.

The result of all these changes is a set of texts which characterises the output
that will be generated by the nlg system; we will refer to this as the target

text corpus. Figure 2.4 shows the target text which corresponds to the initial
text shown in Figure 2.1.

It is not uncommon for the final target texts to be radically shorter than the
initial target texts. This reflects the realities of the available data sources; in
some situations, of course, the outcome of this process may be that the client
decides that using nlg techniques is not an appropriate solution after all.

It can take a considerable amount of effort to build a target text corpus
with which both the developer and the client feel comfortable. However, this
is time well spent, and a good corpus makes it much easier to develop a good
nlg system. We will return to uses of this corpus in subsequent chapters of this
book.
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2.4 Fielding Natural Language Generation Sys-
tems

Sometimes it can be surprisingly difficult to field an nlg system. By ‘fielding’
we mean the process of deploying the system in the real world so that end-users
regularly use it to help them accomplish some task. Building a system which
works and delivers real benefits to the user is only part of the battle, unfor-
tunately. Sometimes potentially useful software simply sits on a shelf because
it does not fit the way an organisation or an individual works, or because the
person who stands to benefit from the use of the software is not the person who
actually has to use it. In other cases good software may not be used because it is
not well supported by documentation, tutorials, training courses, help lines, and
other material and services which help users take best advantage of the software.
In still other cases, especially when new technology such as nlg is used, people
may be reluctant to use the software because they do not completely trust it.

There is currently no widely-available literature that discusses the particular
problems of fielding nlg systems. In this section, we draw on some work that
examines the problems of fielding advanced mail-merge systems: these are often
targeted at the same general problem areas as nlg systems, and so are likely to
suffer from similar problems.

A team at Aberdeen University developed a system called grassic which
produced personalised asthma information booklets. grassic was shown to be
effective in clinical trials; indeed, severe asthma patients who received booklets
produced by grassic had half the hospitalisation rate of control patients who
received the conventional non-personalised booklets. But despite this demon-
strable effectiveness, grassic was never fielded. Instead, the conventional book-
lets were modified to include a single page which a doctor could manually fill in
during a consultation. Among the reasons for preferring this option to fielding
grassic were the following:

Cost: The process of actually fielding grassic was likely to be considerably
more expensive than the development costs of the software itself. It also
required skills (such as technical documentation) which the team which
developed grassic did not have. The manually-personalised booklets, in
contrast, could be put in place very cheaply.

Acceptance: The development team was concerned that many doctors would
not be willing to use grassic, partially for the reasons discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2.3. For example, using grassic required changing the way doctors
worked, and it required them to accept responsibility for documents they
did not produce. The manually-personalised booklets, in contrast, fit very
well into existing procedures, and the doctors had a sense of ownership of
the final results.

Intolerance of computer-generated mistakes: Another issue was the fact
that, at least in health-related contexts, people are far more intolerant of
mistakes made by a computer system than mistakes made by doctors. If
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a doctor makes a mistake once in a thousand cases, he may be praised for
doing an exceptionally good job; if a computer system makes a mistake
once in a thousand cases, it may be withdrawn from service.

Of course, many of these problems are nlg-specific instances of more general
problems that are faced by any computer system; before building something, it
makes sense to carry out appropriate requirements analysis to determine just
what the system needs to be like for it be accepted into use. Market research
plays a key role here: there is no point in building a system if it cannot be
demonstrated that it does indeed fill a need. As has been widely recognised in
many other contexts, it is also important that any attempts to implement new
technologies of this kind have a ‘champion’ within the host organisation.

2.5 Further Reading

A good place to start for those interested in requirements anlaysis for nlg is
the general software engineering literature on requirements analysis techniques.
Material cam be found in many general software-engineering textbooks, such as
Pressman (1995).

While many papers have been written about specific nlg systems, most of
these papers have focused on technical issues, not on what makes a particular ap-
plication promising, or what benefits using nlg brings. Some exceptions to this
rule are Reiter et al (1995) and Mellish et al (1996), which discuss the potential
benefits of nlg for producing technical documentation; and Coch (1996) and
Springer et al (1991), which discuss the benefits of nlg for producing business
letters. Goldberg (1994) and McKeown (1994) briefly discuss the application
context and why nlg is needed for, respectively, FoG and PlanDoc, which
are both fielded systems.

See the Further Readings section in Chapter 7 for suggested reading on
the integration of text and graphics in information presentation systems. Re-
iter (1995) provides a general discussion of when nlg might be preferable to
mail-merge or template-based systems, and when it is better not to use nlg.
Coch (1996) gives experimental results showing that the AlethGen natural
language generation system produces better results than a mail-merge system,
and Goldberg (1994) briefly discusses the maintainability advantages of FoG

over template-based weather report generators. Kukich et al (1997) discuss
techniques for reducing the cost of building nlg systems by using reusable com-
ponents, and Reiter et al (1995) discuss some of the non-monetary advantages
of nlg over manually created documents

Surprisingly little has been written about using corpus analysis to analyse
the requirements of nlg systems, although some form of corpus analysis does
seem to have been used by many nlg researchers and developers. Kukich (1993)
and McKeown (1994) discuss, albeit fairly briefly, some of the requirements and
corpus analysis techniques used in building PlanDoc. Goldberg (1994) touches
on these issues in FoG. Forsythe (1995) and Reiter (1997) discuss some of the
problems taht result from relying exclusively on corpus analysis, and suggest
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that this approach may need to be supplemented by other techniques; Reiter
(1997) also discusses some of the specific techniques used in the stop project.

A more detailed discussion of the problems in fielding grassic is provided
in Reiter and Osman (1997).
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